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Background and context

Macroeconomic factors such as rising interest rates, increasing investor awareness, emerging competition due to rise of new WealthTechs and FinTechs, wealth redistribution, and 
emerging geographies such as APAC and MEA, and evolving regulatory environment are massively impacting the wealth management space. The wealth management business model is 
evolving from traditional reputation-driven business toward a technology-led advisory model in the light of changing customer expectations around hyperpersonalization and an evolving 
customer base. The tech-savvy millennial investors have a strong focus on innovative products such as digital assets and ESG-linked investments and they are moving toward a hybrid 
investment advisory model.

According to evolving client preferences, wealth management enterprises are shifting their business priorities to enable growth, achieve cost efficiencies, and drive differentiation in the 
market. They are looking at leveraging technologies such as AI/ML, RPA, AR/VR, and API integration to increase advisory productivity, strengthen client relationships, and accelerate 
expansion across geographies by developing a strong partnership ecosystem.

In this report, we discuss the emerging market trends, drivers of shift in the wealth management business model, partnership ecosystem, global wealth technology and IT services spend, 
and key implications for all the stakeholders in the wealth management space.

Scope of this report
Geography Industry Report coverage
Global Banking and Financial Services 

(BFS)
Wealth management 
state of the market 
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Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

 An analysis of Everest Group view of wealth management eras and its evolution from persona to person-based personalization 
achieved through tech-intervention and re-imagination of business-model and customer value creation

 Enterprises are focusing on technology-driven intervention and are increasingly leveraging advanced analytics (ML, AI, NLP, and 
big data), automation, and hyper-personalization to bring in efficiencies and enhance client experience

Shift in the wealth management business 
model and key focus areas

 Wealth management technology providers need to invest in platform advances, establish a partnership ecosystem, and 
differentiate by providing allied services to their clients

 Service providers need to develop proprietary IP, assist enterprises in their modernization journey, develop techno-functional 
talent, and expand the partnership ecosystem

Key implications for stakeholders

In this report, we discuss the market trends, drivers of shift in the wealth management business model, partnership ecosystem, global wealth technology and IT services spend, and key 
implications for all the stakeholders in the wealth management space.

 Rise in investor awareness, emergence of new competitors, and new-age millennial investors with changing expectations are 
driving a shift in the business priorities of wealth management firms

 Wealth management enterprises are looking at enabling growth, achieving cost efficiencies, and driving differentiation while wealth 
management technology providers are focusing on wealth technology stack modernization opportunities 

Market trends and shifting business priorities

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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Wealth management eras - moving from persona- to person-based personalization Wealth technology stack modernization opportunity 

Technology-driven intervention for efficiencies and experience Implications for enterprises, technology providers, and service providers

This study offers four distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of wealth 
management market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Focus areas
 Relationship-driven
 In-person connects and exclusivity

Focus areas
 Hyper-segmentation
 Mass affluents
 Robo advisory

Focus areas
 New products – digital assets and ESG products 
 Web 3.0 and metaverse
 Hybrid advisory

Wealth management of the past

Wealth management in the present

Wealth management of the future

Family-based offices

Relationship-based business 
Promote client intimacy and 

exclusivity via family -based offices 
and in-person advisory 

Reputation-driven business

Customer base expansion

Digital technology usage
Capture and effectively serve customer 
base by targeted business activity and 

efficiency improvement

Technology-led advisory 

Personalization

Digital transformation 
Impact end -to-end customer 
journeys and gain trust in the 

digital world

Hybrid trust model (human + digital) 

Trade processing Accounting Portfolio management Client management Investment planning

 Digital solutions that enable quick, 
secure, and seamless onboarding 
processes for clients

 Mobile -based Augmented Reality 
(AR) experience to offer clients 
interactive engagements

 Digital wealth management tools that leverage characteristics such 
as a user’s age, income, risk tolerance, and desired income in 
retirement to help investors select the appropriate asset allocation 
mix to meet their goals

 Automated, algorithm-based personalized investment ideas tools 
that provide clients digital with human touch experience, allowing 
relationship managers to generate and instantly distribute 
personalized advice based on clients’ risk profile and the bank’s 
market views

 Innovative solutions that seamlessly integrate trade finance, cash 
management, and FX needs into a single, streamlined, and 
automated workflow

 Automate the post-trade operations of trading business by 
leveraging technology platforms that support high volumes of 
Straight Through Processing (STP) for multiple asset classes on a 
cloud-based infrastructure

Improving digital engagement
with clients through adoption of 

digital channels such as 
interactive UI, chatbots, 

robo-advisory, and 
self-service capabilities

Providing personalized investment advices across wealth tiers 
and focus on delivering relevant hyperpersonalized services for 
the clients as per their financial goals, risk appetite, sectors of 
interest, and ESG preferences by leveraging AI/ML and data 

analytics technologies to understand preferences

Prioritizing end-to-end automation and streamlining workflows 
of trade lifecycle process including trade capture, order 

management, trade execution, and supporting multiple assets

Digital portals AI/ML, NLP, data analytics, and AR/VR Automation, robo-advisory, and DLT

API-enabled

Optimize infra and 
apps performance

Modular/ 
composable

Automation

Core system

Scalable and purpose-built cloud 
infrastructure to run mid- and back-

office operations on the cloud

Data on cloud to infuse 
data and intelligence into 
operations 

Industrialized 
data-driven 
personalization engine

Hyper-segmentation

Digital assetsESG

Safety

Metaverse

Chat

Customer 
delight

Robo advisory

Service providers Technology providersWealth management enterprises

Ride the democratization wave / 
affordable solutions 

Launch hyper -personalized services 
for HNWI

Focus on innovative products / ESG -
linked, digital assets

Invest in digital wealth management / 
hybrid advisory model

Develop proprietary IP, solutions to 
deliver IT services

Capitalize on the UI/UX transformation 
(SI) opportunity 

Accelerate migration to cloud support 
enterprises in adopting as -a-service 
models

Develop a robust partnership ecosystem 
and build joint GTMs

Focus on developing and retaining 
techno-functional talent 

Provide end-to-end comprehensive 
solution

Enable value -added features for better 
experience

Build scalable architecture for ease of 
integration & smooth operations

Establish a strong partnership 
ecosystem

Differentiate vis-à-vis peers / allied 
services
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